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tanford University will open a new
research center dedicated to advancing
global navigation satellite system capabilities. “Research at the Stanford Center for
Position, Navigation, and Time (SCPNT) is
aimed at vastly extending and expanding the
already revolutionary benefits of GPS in society,” stated Per Enge, the center’s research
director and a professor of aeronautics and
astronautics. “Supplementing the system’s
reach, accuracy, and resistance to radio
frequency interference would make possible
diverse new applications such as automated
aircraft landing, location-based encryption,
and eradicating unexploded ordnance.”
Tom Langenstein, deputy program
manager of the Gravity Probe B program,
is executive director of the new center. Two
of the founding faculty, Bradford Parkinson
and James Spilker, are well known to the GPS
community as being among the original system architects. Faculty from five departments
— aeronautics and astronautics, applied
physics, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, and physics — will join the
SCPNT.
Research will address signal loss due to
obstructed line of sight or radio interference,
use of GLONASS, QZSS, and Galileo signals,
JPALS precision automated airplane landing, development of “smart” antennas that
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Paying for Galileo

Making
Galileo Pay

F

our papers from the ION GNSS 2005
Conference’s opening morning sought to
determine the existence of a sound financial
underpinning for the Galileo program, either
to get the system up and running, or to generate revenue to sustain it once established.
Coming at the dual problem from four different angles, each author sought to “show
the money” in what has become a critical
issue for the new GNSS: Who will pay?
In “The Macro-economic Impacts of
Galileo,” Bryan Jenkins and co-authors from
ESYS and the University of Sussex identified Galileo — or GNSS in general — as
a General Purpose Technology (GPT) like
the Internet or Information Technology, in
that it is a service enabler rather than just a
distinct product or process in its own right.
GPTs create wealth when they are diffused
widely across industry.
The authors then ask: what are the
opportunities or impediments for GNSS to
deliver wide-ranging economic and social
Galileo continued on page 14

SCPNT continued on page 14
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The Purpose of The ION®
The Institute of Navigation, founded in 1945,
is a nonprofit professional society dedicated
to the advancement of the art and science
of navigation. It serves a diverse community including those interested in air,
space, marine, land navigation and position
determination. Although basically a national
organization, its membership is worldwide,
and it is affiliated
with the International Association of
Institutes of Navigation.

By Dr. Richard B. Langley, University of New Brunswick
he International Earth Rotation
and Reference Systems Service has
announced that December 31, 2005 will
contain an extra second. Rather than the
usual 86,400 seconds in a day, the last day of
the year will have precisely 86,401 seconds.
National time-keeping centers around the
globe will insert the extra second or “leap
second” into their master clocks and all
other clocks which get their time from the
master clock will be updated similarly. For
example, so-called “atomic clocks” that
receive radio signals from a time signal station such as WWVB in the United States will
automatically adjust their time for the extra
second.
Leap seconds are used to keep our clocks
more or less synchronized to the Earth’s rotation. Although the Earth appears to rotate
uniformly with night following day since
time immemorial, the Earth actually does not
rotate at a constant rate. It fluctuates slightly
due to a variety of causes including variations
in winds and ocean currents, the motions of
the fluid core, and the friction of tidal currents flowing along the bottom of the oceans.
Ebb and Slow
Tidal friction results in a long-term or secular decrease in the Earth’s rate of rotation
amounting to about 2.3 milliseconds per day
per century. This means that over a period
of 1,000 days, a clock keeping time based
on the rotation of the Earth, a time scale
called UT1, would lose about 2.3 seconds
compared to the world’s standard time scale,
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is
based on the atomic second and referenced
to the period of the Earth’s rotation about
100 years ago. To keep UTC to within 0.9

second of UT1, so-called “leap seconds” are
periodically added to UTC. While tidal friction is the primary reason for adding these
leap seconds, the other factors responsible for
the variation in the Earth’s spin contribute as
well. In fact, negative leap seconds are theoretically possible, although all leap seconds
to date have been positive.
The last leap second occurred on
December 31, 1998. Previous to that, leap seconds had been added every year or two going
all the way back to 1972 when the practice
of adding leap seconds to UTC was started.
But non-tidal factors have slowed the rate of
decrease of the Earth’s rotation over the past
7 years or so, so that another leap second has
not been needed until now.
The need for a leap second is determined
by the IERS’s Earth Orientation Centre at the
Paris Observatory. Using a global network
of satellite and lunar laser ranging, very
long baseline interferometry, and Global
Positioning System stations, they accurately
determine UT1. Then, in consultation with
the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
in Sèvres, France, the keepers of the atomic
second and the UTC standard, they determine
when a leap second is needed to keep UTC in
sync with the Earth’s rotation.
GPS operations are unaffected by the
introduction of a leap second because its time
system, GPS (System) Time, is not adjusted
for leap seconds. GPS Time was set equal
to UTC in 1980 and is currently 13 seconds
ahead of it. Come New Year’s Eve, this offset
will increase to 14 seconds. GPS does provide
UTC by transmitting the necessary data in
subframe 4, page 18 of its navigation message, permitting a receiver to compute UTC
from GPS Time.
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The upcoming leap second might be
the last. The United States has proposed
to a working group of the International
Telecommunication Union that leap seconds
be abolished. The justification for the proposal is that leap seconds are cumbersome
and their incorrect use could lead to problems
with electronic navigation systems such as
GPS. Furthermore, they would argue that the
only reason UTC is being kept close to UT1 is
for the sake of navigators making traditional
astronomical observations with sextants. And
with GPS so widely available, there are fewer
and fewer navigators who even know how to
use a sextant. But the debate on the abolition
of leap seconds is far from over.
Stay tuned. ◆
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From the ION Congressional Fellow
A Column By Doug Taggart

Doug Taggart

Living the Dream!

S

ince the mid-1990s, when I was still on
active duty in the U.S. Coast Guard, I
have had a desire to see first hand what it
would be like to work on Capitol Hill.
In 1994, one of my academy classmates
was assigned as a congressional liaison for a
House member, and I recall envying his position. In response, I put congressional liaison
on my Coast Guard assignment “dreamsheet,” but the opportunity alluded me during
my Coast Guard career. Today, as a result of
the Institute of Navigation’s Congressional
Fellowship Program, and the understanding of management at Overlook Systems
Technologies, Inc., the opportunity to live this
“dream” for the next year is finally mine to
experience.
ION’s First House Fellow
I am the ION’s fifth congressional fellow and
the first to have a position on a congressman’s
staff. For the next year, I will be working for
Rep. Brad Miller (D-N.C., 13th District) who
is in his second term as a member of the
House of Representatives. Rep. Miller serves
on the Committees on Financial Services
and Science. As his legislative fellow, I will be
responsible for tracking a number of issues
including armed services, crime (law enforcement), defense, gun control, intelligence,
international relations, judiciary and Veterans
affairs/military quality of life. Given that I
have only been in the office a few weeks, I will
dedicate this article to the fellowship program.
This tremendous opportunity has been
realized through the Congressional Science
and Engineering Fellows Program that is
coordinated by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS),
or “Triple A-S” as it is referred to by those
familiar with the program. AAAS is an international non-profit organization dedicated
to advancing science around the world by

serving as an educator, leader, spokesperson
and professional association. The Science and
Engineering Fellows Program is a cooperative
effort of approximately 30 national engineering and scientific organizations that provides
an opportunity for scientists and engineers
with public policy interests to learn about

The Science and
Engineering Fellows
Program provides an
opportunity for scientists and engineers with
public policy interests to
learn about and contribute to the policy making
processes in Congress.
and contribute to the policy making processes
in Congress. The Institute of Navigation is
one of the participating scientific societies of
AAAS. The AAAS fellowships program has been
operating for 32 years and has placed more
than 800 fellows in Congress. This year the
2005/2006 AAAS fellowship class has 144 fellows; Thirty of us are Congressional Fellows.
Orientation
Following the Labor Day weekend, all 144
AAAS Science and Technology Policy fellows assembled at the AAAS headquarters in
Washington D.C. for two weeks of orientation.
The orientation consisted of full days of briefings on science and policy issues at various
government agencies around the D.C. area.
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This allowed us to get to know each other and
establish connections that will prove valuable
for the coming year. Toward the latter part
of the second week, the orientation process
began to downsize the briefings into primary assignment areas such as the executive
branch, homeland security, diplomatic services, defense, the National Institute of Health,
and Capitol Hill.
The Search Phase
At the start of the third week, those of us in
the congressional program began the job
search phase. Provided with a list of congressional offices and committees that were interested in having a fellow, we set out with our
one-page résumés to locate a job. Although
we were to be guided by the list, we were
encouraged to seek any position we wanted to
pursue.
My excitement of what I was about to
do was quickly subdued by the reality that
congressional offices are extremely busy and
getting an interview was not easy. I dropped
off about 20 résumés, split almost equally
between the House and Senate. The office I
chose was the one that most appealed to my
interest area, and the one where I felt I would
best fit in with the office staff. I have not
regretted my choice. I love it, and I can’t wait
to get to work every morning.
According to my notes, 7 of my congressional fellow classmates decided to do committee work on the Senate side, eleven took
positions in Senate offices, and ten took jobs
in House offices. Two of the January-start fellows have not committed themselves as of this
writing.
In my next submission to the ION
Newsletter, I will focus on providing details
on my day-to-day activities as a legislative fellow supporting a member of the United States
House of Representatives. ◆
Fall 2005

Calendar
January 2006
18–20: ION NTM 2006, Hyatt
Regency Hotel, Monterey, Calif. 
Contact: The ION®
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
February 2006
21–23: The Munich Satellite
Navigation Summit 2006,
Residenz Munchen, Germany
Contact: Institute of Geodesy
and Navigation
Tel: +49-89-6004-3425
Web: www.munich-satellite-navigationsummit.org
april 2006
24–27: IEEE/ION PLANS 2006,
Loews Coronado Bay Resort, San
Diego, Calif. 
Contact: The ION®
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.plans2006.org
MAY 2006
07–12: RTCM Annual Assembly,
Newport Beach, Calif. 
Contact: Mr. Robert Markle
Tel: +1 703-527-2000
Fax: +1 703-351-9932
Email: www.rtcm.org
08–10: The European Navigation
Conference GNSS 2006,
Manchester, U.K.   
Contact: The Royal Institute of Navigation
Tel: +44-20-7591-3130
Fax: +44-20-7591-3131
Web: www.rin.org.uk
29-31: 13th Saint Petersburg
International Conference on
Integrated Navigation Systems;
Elecktropribor, St. Petersburg,
Russia  
Contact: Dr. George T. Schmidt
Tel: +1-617-258-3811
E-mail: ed@draper.com
Web: www.elektropribor.spb.ru
September 2006
26-29: ION GNSS 2006, Fort
Worth Convention, Fort Worth,
Texas
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org

Portney’s Corner
Joe Portney

You can Find More of Portney’s
Ponderables and Brain Teasers
at www.navworld.com

Which Way
Did They Go?
T

he survivors of Magellan’s circumnavigation of the
world were perplexed upon returning to Spain to discover
that their actual day of arrival was Sunday, September 7,
1522, when they thought it was Saturday. Phileas Fogg in
Around the World in Eighty Days, was arrested and prevented from collecting his bet upon his return on what he
perceived was the 80th day. However, the next day much to
his surprise, he was informed it was the actual 80th day and
that he won his bet. Explain the phenomenon both voyages
encountered as well as which direction these voyages took.
A. Magellan’s crew traveled westward and Fogg traveled
eastward
B. Magellan’s crew traveled eastward and Fogg traveled
westward
C. Both voyagers traveled eastward, but Magellan’s crew
used the Julian calendar and Fogg used the Gregorian
calendar
D. Both voyagers traveled westward, but used inaccurate
time sources
Portney continued on page 15
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Inside

GNSS
By Glen Gibbons

R

ecent evolution of the ION Satellite
Division’s flagship conference
— named after GPS for the first 15 years,
GPS/GNSS in 2003, and GNSS since 2004 —
received triple validation at this year’s event:
in the plenary session, in the content of the
technical program, and in the multi-system
products introduced at the exhibition.
A revived Russian GLONASS system and
a European Galileo program on the eve of
its first satellite launch have joined the U.S.
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System to usher
in a new era in space-based positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT). But presentations
at ION GNSS 2005 in Long Beach, California,
revealed just how early in the process we are.
Many years will pass before the full benefits
of current GNSS modernization efforts find
their way into users’ equipment and routine
experience.
Indeed, that “new era” is filled with the
diverse endeavors typical of the beginning of a
cycle of innovation. At ION, that was reflected
in the more than 300 papers presented this
year, counting those submitted for two off-site
classified sessions held at Boeing’s Seal Beach
facilities.
New Developments
At the system level, each of the three GNSS
programs reported new developments: Earlier
this year, the GPS Joint Program Office (JPO)
broke the GPS Block III acquisition into two
contracts — one for new satellites and one
for upgrading the operational control segment. JPO plans to award those contracts
in summer 2006, JPO Director Col. Allan
Ballenger told the plenary session audience.
Meanwhile, the first launch of the

modernized Block IIR-M satellite had been
rescheduled for September (and subsequently
took place on September 26), the first Block
IIF launch is now set for 2007, and Block III
spacecraft will go into space beginning in
2013. The Block IIR-M satellite will be the
first transmitting the new military signal (Mcode) and a second open civil signal at the L2
frequency (L2C). Current plans call for a full
complement of satellites transmitting L2C and
M-code signals by 2013, when the first GPS
III spacecraft, capable of transmitting a third
civil signal (L5) is expected to launch.
Contracting for a Concessionaire
Luis Ruiz, a member of the technical division of the Galileo Joint Undertaking (GJU)
that is overseeing this phase of the Galileo
project, told the plenary that the GJU hopes
to complete a contract by December for a
concessionaire to complete and operate
Galileo. The agency is negotiating with a
consortium of leading European aerospace
and telecommunications companies, with
financial details of the concession expected
to be completed by April or May 2006, Ruiz
said. Once the contract is signed, the GJU will
turn over responsibility for monitoring the
Galileo contract to the Galileo Supervisory
Authority, a new European Union public
entity.
Galileo program officials also finally have
acknowledged that the system will not be fully
operational until early 2011, reflecting cumulative delays of about two years in the original
program timeline.
With funding, satellites, and aw concession contract nearly in hand, a new question
appears to have replaced the previous ones
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at the top of the Galileo FAQ: Will Galileo
really be built, or when will the first satellite
be launched? Now the leading question for
Galileo officials seems to be, “When will the
Galileo ICD (interface control document)
be completed and published and where can
GNSS designers and manufacturers get a copy
of it?”
“We have published 90 percent of the
Galileo [open signal] ICD and presented it in
European standardization bodies,” Ruiz said.
“Once intellectual property rights are put in
place, the full ICD will be published.”
In response to a similar question at the
Civil GPS Service Interface Committee meeting that took place just before ION GNSS,
Martin Hollreiser, user and ground receivers
manager for the European Space Agency
(ESA) technical center in The Netherlands,
said, “The Galileo Joint Undertaking will issue
the first [open signal] ICD. ESA has committed to that, and the ICD is being reviewed by
the Galileo Signal Task Force. The concessionaire will control dissemination of the
other services’ signals” under the supervision
of the Galileo Supervisory Authority.
GLONASS on Schedule
As for GLONASS, the Russian program is the
only one that has delivered in recent years on
the schedule as planned. Following a brief
period 1996 when a full constellation was
operating on orbit, the Glonass constellation dwindled to fewer than eight operating
satellites in 2001, primarily due to the lack
of financial resources to continue launching
replacement satellites.
A re-examination of the program a few
Inside GNSS continued on page 6
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Inside GNSS continued from page 5
years ago led to a new commitment by Russia
to rebuild and modernize the system — with
a more conservative schedule of launches.
Glonass currently has 13 operating satellites. Since December 2003, a modernized
spacecraft (GLONASS-M) has been broadcasting an open signal at L2 as well as at L1.
Another GLONASS-M satellite is still undergoing on-orbit testing and two more are scheduled for launch on December 25.
The Russian Space Agency plans to have
18 operational satellites on orbit and broadcasting by early 2008 and 21 satellites by
around 2010, according to Sergey Revnivykh,
who works with the Satellite Navigation
Control Center’s Space Mission Center of
the Central Research Institute of Machine
Building. A third civil signal is planned for
the new GLONASS-K generation of spacecraft
with a first launch set for 2008, Revnivykh
told the plenary.
Another new GNSS program discussed at
the plenary is Japan’s Quasi-Zenith Satellite
System (QZSS), a regional constellation that
would put three or more spacecraft into geosynchronous orbit. QZSS is designed to ensure
a GPS-like signal high overhead for users in
Japan’s challenging signal environments in
large cities and mountainous terrain.
QZSS Launch Set
The current program schedule calls for a first
experimental QZSS satellite launch in 2008
and a second in 2009 with full deployment
by the end of that year, according to Hiroaki
Maeda, engineering manager for NEC
Toshiba Space Systems’ satellite navigation
and positioning systems division. Although
studies are continuing into the optimal mix
of signals, QZSS will probably broadcast at
GPS L1, L2, and L5, as well as a higher data
rate signal centered at 1278.75 MHz.
When all these efforts reach fruition by
2013, GNSS users will have access to more
than 80 satellites transmitting three open
signals and another set of encrypted services,
some of which will be available commercially
for a fee. In addition to these resources,
space- and ground-based augmentation

ION GNSS 2005 Plenary Panel: (from left to right): Ray Swider, U.S. Department of Defense; Col. Wesley A.
Ballenger, Jr., U.S.A.F. System Program Director, Navstar Global Positioning System; Mike Shaw, Plenary Moderator, U.S.
Department of Transportation; Sergey Revnivykh, Mission Control Center, Federal Space Agency, Russia; Hiroaki Maeda,
NEC Toshiba Space Systems Ltd., Japan; and Luis Ruiz, Galileo Joint Undertaking, Belgium.

systems will be operating in several regions:
the U.S. Wide Area Augmentation System,
the European Geostationary Overlay Service,
Japan’s MSAT Space-based Augmentation
System, India’s GPS and GEO Augmented
Navigation (GAGAN), and Australia’s Groundbased Augmentation System (GRAS).
Entering a New Era
In addition to the progress in expanding
and modernizing a complementary GNSS
infrastructure, we may be entering a new era
in which cooperation replaces — or, at least,
accompanies — the more competitive relationships among programs thus far.
As plenary speaker Ray Swider — a
U.S. Defense Department program analyst
for GPS, positioning, and navigation —
observed, “We need more political leadership.
We need to be more frank and get our cards
out on the table and figure out what this
GNSS compatibility is all about.”
While program officials focused on the
policies and practicalities of bringing new
GNSS capabilities on line, GNSS designers,
system developers, researchers, and manufacturers are already working away on products and techniques that will exploit these
capabilities.
Amid the myriad papers on signal processing algorithms and multipath mitigation
techniques, several avenues of technical
exploration stood out. GNSS software radios,
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which first appeared in ION technical sessions
a few years ago, continue to evolve steadily
— primarily as analytical tools for product
designers, but with the promise of commercial applications in their own right in the
future. ION GNSS program organizers allocated two complete sessions to exploring software receiver developments and applications
— for such things as time-tagging, ionospheric monitoring, indoor use, mass market
equipment, improving GNSS receiver design,
and an integrated GPS/Galileo chipset.
MEMS and GNSS
Despite its remarkably accurate and powerful
functionality, GNSS technology alone has limited utility. Typically, it must be transformed
into products and systems that incorporate
other sensors, positioning technologies, and
application software. A leading candidate
for this integration can be found in inertial
sensors, particularly in the form of microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS), which
comprised the topic of papers in four sessions.
System developers frequently draw on inertial
capabilities for conditions in which GNSS signals are blocked, jammed, or interrupted as a
result of factors in the operating environment.
Papers on integrated navigation systems also
addressed the use of other RF-based communications techniques for augmenting GNSS,
particularly for use in indoor environments.
An area of exploration that may produce
Fall 2005

‘We need more political

leadership. We need to be
more frank and get our
cards out on the table and
figure out what this GNSS

’

compatibility is all about.

—Ray Swider, U.S. DoD
benefits for GNSS receiver development is
chip-scale atomic clock (CSAC) or frequency
references. In a presentation on that subject,
Dr. John Kitching, a physicist for the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s Time
and Frequency Division, described efforts of
several organizations to produce an inexpensive CSAC that could retain nanosecond accuracy over a period of days. These would be
particularly useful for GPS in the presence of
jamming and other challenging operational
environments.
These activities are driven in large part
by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) CSAC program (http://www.
darpa.mil/mto/csac/), which has set specifications of one cubic centimeter and 30 mW
of power consumption. The current state
of the art is 10 cubic centimeters and 200
mW. Nonetheless, Kitching predicted that a
commercial CSAC system would be available
within four years.
The technical advances were reflected
in the ION GNSS 2005 exhibition. NovAtel
released preliminary specs for an L1/E5a
receiver card capable of tracking L1 and L5/
E5a Galileo, GPS, or SBAS signals in either a
stand-alone Euro card form factor or integrated into the company’s Galileo Test Receiver
rack mount enclosure. Javad Navigation
Systems announced its 72-programmable
channel GeNiuSS chipset reportedly capable
of tracking GPS and GLONASS L1/L2 C/A and
P-code signals and Galileo L1, E5, and E6
signals. At the same time Topcon Positioning
Systems, which owns rights to the technology
for high-precision positioning markets, introduced its 72-channel G3-Paradigm chipset

that will be the basis for a new generation of
Topcon GPS+ products and will first appear
in the new Net-G3 reference receiver.
Septentrio, which is under contract with
ESA to develop Galileo test user equipment,
offers its GeNeRx1, a combined GPS/Galileo
receiver that can be flexibly configured to
simultaneously track Galileo as well as GPS
satellites in multi-frequency mode. And
NordNav announced a Galileo Upgrade
Package for its R-30 software receiver.
GPS/inertial products were represented in
the exhibition by several exhibitors including
Honeywell, BAE Rokar, BEI Systron Donner,
and Crossbow.
—Glen Gibbons
founded GPS World in
1989. For sixteen years,
he led the magazine and
developed the journalistic
model for covering space-based positioning, navigation, timing, and the leading
technologies with which GNSS is integrated.
His creation of Galileo’s World in 1999
anticipated the development of Europe’s
emerging global navigation satellite
system. He has covered GLONASS since
publishing what was probably the first
trade article on the Russian satellite system in 1990. He is currently is preparing
the launch of a new business-to-business
magazine, Inside GNSS, to appear early in
2006.
For ten years (1991–2000), Gibbons
also wrote and edited the GPS World
Newsletter. During 1998–99, he launched
and edited GeoConvergencia, a Spanishand Portuguese-language supplement to
GPS World. He was editor of the reference
publication, GPS World’s Big Book of GPS
2000. During the last six years he served
as group editorial director and associate
publisher of three geospatial magazines,
which also included Geospatial Solutions
and GeoIntelligence.
Gibbons is a recipient of the U.S.
Institute of Navigation’s Norman P.
Hayes Award and is a frequent invited
speaker and panelist at international
events. ◆
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Parkinson Award Winner

Dr. Elizabeth Cannon, Satellite Division chair, presents Dr. Alexander Mitelman with Parkinson Award.

T

he Bradford W. Parkinson Award was established in June
2003 and is awarded annually to an outstanding graduate student in the field of GNSS. This award, which honors
Dr. Parkinson for his leadership in establishing both the
U.S. Global Positioning System and the Satellite Division
of the ION, includes a personalized plaque and a $2,500
honorarium.
Any graduate student who is a member of the ION and
is completing a degree program with an emphasis in GNSS
technology, applications, or policy is eligible. The recipient
is selected by an independent committee of academics and
experts in the technologies covered in the theses submitted.
On Sept. 16 at ION GNSS 2005, the award was
presented to Dr. Alexander Mitelman of Stanford University
for his thesis entitled, “Signal Quality Monitoring for GPS
Augmentation Systems.”
Dr. Mitelman received his S.B. in electrical engineering
in 1993 from MIT and his M.S. in electrical engineering from
Stanford University in 1995 with an emphasis on high-speed
analog circuit design and micro-electromechanical systems.
In 1997, Dr. Mitelman joined the GPS/GNSS Laboratory
at Stanford, focusing on signal quality monitoring, signal
processing, and RF hardware design under the guidance
of Prof. Per Enge. Dr. Mitelman earned his doctorate from
Stanford as a member of the Local Area Augmentation System
group in 2004.
Dr. Mitelman is quoted as expressing the following sentiments of appreciation:
I am deeply indebted to Prof. Per Enge and Dr. Sam
Pullen for their wisdom, patience, guidance, and friendship
throughout my doctoral studies; and to my colleagues at the
Stanford GPS Lab for being a terrific group of people to work
with and to learn from. My dissertation is immeasurably better
for their suggestions and feedback.
I would also like to gratefully acknowledge everyone at
the ION for their hard work in organizing the various conferences, meetings, and publications. I suspect most people do
not fully appreciate how much effort goes into putting those
things together. And last, but certainly not least, I want to
thank Prof. Bradford Parkinson. Without his myriad contributions to our field and his years of vision and dedicated service,
none of this would be possible.
Fall 2005

A Special Report: ION GNSS 2005

ION GNSS 2005

Kepler Award Recipient
purpose of the Kepler Award is
Tandhetosignificant
honor an individual for sustained
contributions to the
development of satellite navigation.
On Sept. 16, the 2005 Kepler
Award was presented to Dr. Christopher
Hegarty for consistently demonstrating
outstanding technical and political
professionalism on Global Position System modernization, applications, and
augmentation. Without Dr. Hegarty’s
sustained and significant contributions
to the GPS modernization activities within the U.S. government, the modernized
GPS civil signals and the corresponding
GPS interoperability with Galileo might
Dr. Christopher Hegarty
well not be underway today.
The GPS modernization groundswell became apparent in early 1998 through the combined efforts of the GIAC (GPS
Interagency Advisory Council) and the GPS IRT (Independent Review Team). Dr. Hegarty’s
involvement as a representative of the DOT/FAA during that period was critical to the
modernization effort. In July 1998, when the DOT requested that the RTCA form an Ad
Hoc working group to generate new civil signal requirements, Dr. Hegarty served as the
DOT/FAA technical representative to both the RTCA working group and to the IRT. Shortly
after, he became co-chairman of a full-fledged RTCA working group — Working Group
1 — a position he still holds today. Dr. Hegarty also chaired the IGEB (Interagency GPS
Executive Board) Signals Working Group that was part of the IGEB Ad Hoc WG 1, which
also worked closely with the RTCA Working Group.
During this time Dr. Hegarty managed a team of systems engineers at MITRE who
supported these working groups with signal and receiver analyses and simulations. The
work at MITRE focused on the compatibility of the L5 signal with DME and JTIDS that
already occupied the selected band of the new signal. Dr. Hegarty performed a substantial
portion of these analyses and simulations himself.
Dr. Hegarty also served as member of the government team on the GPS-III System
Architecture and Requirements Development program where he provided significant
contributions to the development of methods for compatibility between the military and
civil GPS signals.
Dr. Hegarty is the primary and co-author of numerous papers on new signal and
receiver performance and on compatibility and interoperability of the new civil signals
with Galileo and the new DoD M-code signals.
Dr. Hegarty was recently named co-chair of RTCA Special Committee SC-159, the
special committee chartered with developing standards for using GNSS in civil aviation
applications. Dr. Hegarty also serves on the RTCA Program Management Committee (PMC)
that is chartered with, among other duties, approving RTCA documents, committee chairs
and committee terms of reference.
For the past 10 years, Dr. Hegarty has served as the editor of NAVIGATION, the
Journal of the Institute of Navigation. In 2004, Dr. Hegarty served as the ION technical
program chair of ION GNSS 2004 and its general chair in 2005.
Dr. Hegarty received his B.S. and M.S. in electrical engineering (E.E.) from Worchester Polytechnic Institute and his D.Sc. in E.E. from The George Washington University.

Congratulations ION GNSS
2005 Program Committee:
Pictured back row, left to right:
Dr. John Betz, The MITRE Corporation;
Dr. Chris Hegarty, general chair, The
MITRE Corporation; Dr. Chris Bartone,
program chair, Ohio University; Dr.
Guenter Hein, University FAF Munich,
Germany; and Dr. Sunil Bisnath,
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics;. Front row, left to right:
Dr. Dorota Brzezinska, The Ohio State
University; James Doherty, ION president, IDA; Dr. M. Elizabeth Cannon,
Satellite Division chair, University of
Calgary, Canada; and Marie Lage.
Not pictured: Dr. Mikel Miller,
AFRL, Sensors Directorate.

Technical
Track Chair,
Dr. Dorota
Bzezinska of
The Ohio State
University (center), converses
with meeting
participants.

▲ Prof. Günter Hein (left)
and Dr. A.J. Van Dierendonck
pondering GNSS.

▲ Shown above are the s
ION GNSS 2005. Papers w
sufficient technical quality
could not be co-authored b
travel grants and paid regi
were sponsored.

students sponsored by the Satellite Division to present their papers at
were reviewed by topic-appropriate session chairs. Only those papers of
for acceptance as a primary paper in a session were chosen. Papers
by a working professional or a faculty member. Students received full
istration to the conference. This year fourteen students from 7 countries

▲ Technical Track Chair, Dr. John Betz (left) of The MITRE Corporation,
enjoys a lively conversation with other ION GNSS 2005 meeting registrants in
the ION GNSS 2005 Exhibit Hall.

Previous Kepler Award
Winners at ION GNSS 2005
(from left to right): Ron
Hatch (‘94), Thomas Stansell Jr.
(‘03), Dr. Elizabeth Cannon (‘01),
Dr. Günter Hein (‘02), Dr. Chris
Hegarty holding his Kepler plaque;
Prof. Gérard Lachapelle (‘97), Dr.
A.J. Van Dierendonck (’93), Dr. Per
Enge (‘00), Dr. Frank van Graas
(‘96). Not Pictured: Dr. Charles
Cahn (‘04), Dr. Bradford Parkinson
(‘91), Dr. Rudy Kalafus (‘92). Dr.
James J. Spilker Jr., (‘99), Dr.
Peter Daly (‘98), and Dr. Richard J.
Anderle (posthumously) (‘95).

ION GNSS 2005: Best Presentation Awards

T

he Satellite Division of the Institute of Navigation traditionally recognizes the best presentation given in each session.
Recipients are selected by the session’s co-chairs. The criteria
used to evaluate each presentation is as follows: 70 percent:

Session A1: Military Applications 2
Rocket Trajectory Correction Using
Pulsers Mechanism and a GPS Receiver
for Roll Rate and Angle Estimation: A.
Malul, T. Keynan, D. Newman, BAE Systems
Rokar Int., Israel
Session B1: Algorithms and
Methods 1: Ambiguity Resolution
and Other Tasks
Attitude Determination Methods Used
in the PolaRx2@ Multi-antenna GPS
Receiver: L. Vander Kuylen, F. Boon, A.
Simsky, Septentrio NV, Belgium
Session C1: GNSS Receiver
Algorithms
GPS Carrier Tracking Loop Performance
in the Presence of Ionospheric
Scintillations: T.E. Humphreys, M.L. Psiaki,
P.M. Kintner, Jr., Cornell University; B.M.
Ledvina, Applied Research Laboratories
Session D1: Atmospheric Effects
on GNSS by the Troposphere and
GNSS Meteorology Applications
Accurate Tropospheric Correction for
Local GPS Monitoring Networks with
Large Height Differences: S. Schön, A.
Wieser, K. Macheiner, Graz University of
Technology, Austria
Session E1: Land Applications
Navigation Errors Introduced By Ground
Vehicle Dynamics: W. Travis, D.M. Bevly,
Auburn University
Session F1: Galileo Institutional
and Market Analysis
The Implementation of a Public-Private
Partnership for Galileo: X. Bertrán, A. Vidal,
EADS Space Services, France
Session A2: GNSS/INS Integrated
Systems 1
A Performance Comparison of Tightly
Coupled GPS/INS Navigation Systems
Based on Extended and Sigma Point
Kalman Filters: J. Wendel, J. Metzger, R.
Moenikes, A. Maier, G.F. Trommer, University
of Karlsruhe, Germany
Session B2: Algorithms and
Methods 2: Single Receiver &
Network Processing Techniques
Nonlinear Estimation Techniques for
Positioning Using Multilateration: A.S.
Brown, D.F. Hardiman, D. Carter, U.S. Army
Session C2: GNSS Antenna and
Receiver Technologies
Analysis of Carrier Phase and Group
Delay Biases Introduced by CRPA
Hardware: U.S. Kim, Stanford University
Session D2: Atmospheric Effects
on GNSS: Ionosphere
A New Method to Model the Ionosphere
Across Local Area Networks: P.F. Kolb, X.
Chen, U. Vollath, Trimble Terrasat GmbH,
Germany

relevance, timeliness and originality of technical work/information; 20
percent: quality of visual aids (legibility, relevance to topic, etc.); and 10
percent, quality of presentation delivery (enthusiasm, enjoyment as a
speaker, etc.).

Session E2: Marine Applications
Range-Extended Post-Processing
Kinematic (PPK) in a Marine Environment:
M. Santos, F. Nievinski, K. Cove, R. Kingdon,
University of New Brunswick, Canada;
D. Wells, University of New Brunswick,
Canada & University of Southern
Mississippi

Session A4: Integrated Navigation
Systems with Auxiliary Sensors 1
The Development of a GPS/MEMS INS
Integrated System Utilizing a Hybrid
Processing Architecture: C. Goodall,
N. El-Sheimy, The University of Calgary,
Canada; K-W. Chiang, National Cheng-Kung
University, Taiwan

Session D5: Novel Applications 1:
Sensors, Antennas & Integrated
GNSS with Wireless & IP
Network
A Microwave Based Tracking System for
Soccer: G. Rohmer, R. Dünkler, S. Köhler,
T. von der Grün, N. Franke, Fraunhofer IIS,
Germany

Session F2: Galileo Signal
Structure, GPS/Galileo
Interoperability
Acquisition Performance Analysis of
Composite Signals for the L1 OS
Optimized Signal: V. Heiries, TeSA/
SUPAERO, France; J-A. Avila-Rodriguez, M.
Irsigler, G.W. Hein, University FAF Munich,
Germany; E. Rebeyrol, ENAC, France; D.
Roviras, TeSA/ENSEEIHT, France

Session B4: Precise Point
Positioning
High-Accuracy Point Positioning with
Low-Cost GPS Receivers: How Good
Can It Get?: T. Beran, R.B. Langley,
University of New Brunswick, Canada; S.B.
Bisnath, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics; L. Serrano, University of New
Brunswick, Canada

Session E5: GNSS Space-based
Augmentation
EGNOS and Other SBAS System
Behaviours Facing Various Conditions: F.
Froment, D. Debailleux, D. Flament, Alcatel
Alenia Space, France ; J. Ventura-Traveset,
C. Montefusco, European Space Agency,
France; E. Tapias, GMV, Spain

Session A3: GNSS/INS Integrated
Systems 2 (Low Cost & MEMS
Applications)
W.S. Flenniken IV, J.H. Wall, D.M. Bevly,
Auburn University
Helicopter Ship Board Landing System:
T. Ford, NovAtel Inc., Canada; M. Hardesty,
Boeing Co.; M. Bobye, NovAtel Inc., Canada
Session B3: Surveying and
Geodesy
Determination of Precise ITRF Positions
for Ground-station Satellite Tracking
Antennae: S. Leinen, M. Becker, Darmstadt
University of Technology, Germany
Session C3: GNSS Software
Receiver Systems 1
GPS Software Receiver Enhancements
for Indoor Use: B. Zheng, G. Lachapelle,
University of Calgary, Canada
Session D3: Space and Satellite
Applications
Relative Navigation of High-Altitude
Spacecraft Using Dual-Frequency Civilian
CDGPS: M.L. Psiaki, S. Mohiuddin, Cornell
University
Session E3: GNSS Civil
Interference and Spectrum
Aspects
Operational Considerations for C/A
Code Tracking Errors Due to Cross
Correlation: Z. Zhu, F. van Graas, Ohio
University
Session F3: Galileo Systems
Design
GSTB-V2/A & GSTB-V2B: The
Description of the Payload Operations
Design, Development and Implementation
for the First GALILEO Experimental
Satellites: M.M. Bautista, S. Toribio, A.
Birtwhistle, G. Mandorlo, ESA, The
Netherlands

Session C4: GNSS Software
Receiver Systems 2
Development of High Performance High
Update Rate Reference GPS Receiver:
A. Soloviev, S. Gunawardena, F. van Graas,
Ohio University
Session D4: Timing and Scientific
Applications
Chip-Scale Atomic Frequency References:
J. Kitching, NIST; S. Knappe, The University
of Colorado at Boulder; L-A. Liew, P.D.D.
Schwindt, NIST; V. Gerginov, The University
of Notre Dame; V. Shah, The University of
Colorado at Boulder; J. Moreland, NIST;
A. Brannon, J. Breitbarth, Z. Popovic, The
University of Colorado at Boulder; L.
Hollberg, NIST
Session E4: Aviation Applications
NIORAIM Integrity Monitoring
Performance in Simultaneous Two-Fault
Satellite Scenarios: P.Y. Hwang, Rockwell
Collins Inc.; R.G. Brown, Iowa State
University
Session F4: Galileo and Galileo/
GPS User Equipment
NovAtel´s Galileo Test Receiver: N.
Gerein, M. Olynik, M. Clayton, J. Auld, T.
Murfin, NovAtel Inc., Canada
Session A5: Integrated Navigation
Systems with Auxiliary Sensors 2
Development of a Low-cost MEMS IMU/
GPS Navigation System for Land Vehicles
Using Auxiliary Velocity Updates in the
Body Frame: X. Niu, N. El-Sheimy, The
University of Calgary, Canada
Session B5: High Accuracy
Applications
Field Results of a GPS/INS-Based
Approach to Measuring Ship Flexure
Onboard an Aircraft Carrier: M.G.
Petovello, K. O´Keefe, G. Lachapelle, M.E.
Cannon, University of Calgary, Canada
Session C5: Multipath 1
Criteria for GNSS Multipath Performance
Assessment: M. Irsigler, J.A. Avila-Rodriguez,
G.W. Hein, University FAF Munich,
Germany

Session F5: GPS Modernization/
GPS 3
Signal Multiplex Techniques in Satellite
Channel Availability - Possible Applications
to Galileo: A.R. Pratt, OrbStar Consultants,
U.K.; J.I.R. Owen, DSTL, U.K.
Session A6: Remote Sensing with
GPS and Integrated Sensors
Integrating Photogrammetry and GPS at
the Measurement-Level: C. Ellum, N. ElSheimy, University of Calgary, Canada
Session B6: Network-Based RTK
GPS Network RTK Performance Under
Very Active Ionospheric Conditions: N.
Luo, D.T.H. Dao, G. Lachapelle, E. Cannon,
The University of Calgary, Canada
Session C6: Multipath 2
Aircraft Carrier Multipath Modeling for
Sea-Based JPALS: J.P. Weiss, S. Anderson, C.
Fenwick, L.S. Stowe, P. Axelrad, University
of Colorado at Boulder; S.M. Calhoun, R.P.
Pennline, ARINC Engineering Services, LLC
Session D6: Novel Applications 2
for Indoor Positioning
A New GPS Augmentation Solution:
Terralite™ XPS System for Mining
Applications and Initial Experience: K.R.
Zimmerman, H.S. Cobb, F.N. Bauregger, S.
Alban, P.Y. Montgomery, D.G. Lawrence,
Novariant, Inc.
Session E6: GNSS Land/SeaBased Augmentation
Sea-Based JPALS Relative Navigation
Algorithm Development: S. Dogra,
J. Wright, J. Hansen, Sierra Nevada
Corporation
Session F6: GNSS Services to the
Public Sector
Availability of GNSS for Road Pricing in
Copenhagen: A.B.O. Jensen, M. Zabic, H.M.
Overø, B. Ravn, O.A. Nielsen, Technical
University of Denmark

From the ION Historian

One of a Series of Columns By ION Historian Marvin May

Marvin May

Something for Posterity

P

lease share with me an urge to leave
something for posterity. Something
tangible and meaningful and interesting
and exciting and, of course, something
about navigation history. I’m thinking
about creating a navigation history time
capsule. Supposedly, there’s plenty of
“how to do” help out there including the
International Time Capsule Society (ITCS)
and a Smithsonian Institute Web site on the
subject.
International Time Capsule Society
The ITCS has registered about 4000 time
capsules around the world and estimates
that there are probably about 10000. I know
I urged you in a previous article to join the
Flat Earth Society, but this quest feels more
substantive. In his book Time Capsules:
A Cultural History, William Jarvis offers
several reasons why people develop time
capsules, among them that we are inherently
intrigued by the complex philosophical and
technical challenges in representing and
preserving cumulative culture. The ITCS
states that “Time capsules are interesting
to people of all ages and touch people on
a world-wide scale. Properly prepared time
capsules preserve the salient features of history and can serve as valuable reminders of
one generation for another. Time capsules
give individuals, families and organizations
an independent voice to the future.” How’s
that for substantive!
We have to now make a few decisions.
These are: What historical time interval
should be encapsulated? What should the
enclosure be? What should we put in it?
Where shall it be buried?When should it be
opened?
I hate making decisions, especially such
momentous ones. I know I am going to be
criticized for these suggestions; which is why
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

Penn State
University
Applied
Research
Laboratory,
Warminster, Pa.

I solicit your participation in the process.
I suggest the timeframe of the materials
to be encapsulated be 1946 to 2005. This
coincides with the Institute of Navigation’s
lifetime. There are many practical, logistical
and economic considerations involved in the
choice of a physical time capsule enclosure
and what materials can be put in a time
capsule. There are quite a few companies
dedicated solely to the manufacture of time
capsules and related supplies such as preservation kits and plaques.
The Obsession Model
After time consuming research, I recommend a company called “Future Packaging
& Preservation (FP&P)” out of Covina,
California. They have a large selection of
time capsules from which I selected their
Full Preservation Model 40076, aptly named
Obsession. This unit is made of 304 stainless
steel material, and has 7680 cubic inch interior volume (16”x16”x30”). For this high
end line of time capsules, the ION would
send the materials to FP&P and FP&P would
package the materials in the time capsule,
apply their specialized preservation expertise
and weld the time capsule. The capsule is
rated for longevity of up to 500 years.
Capsule Contents
What to put in the time capsule? Size limitations preclude any real navigation instru11

mentation. The time capsule literature cautions against any electronic media as they
may degrade and compatible electronic readout devices probably would not be available
when the time capsule is opened. We can use
some of the pictures that will be included in
the new Virtual Museum web site that the
ION is creating. Therefore I recommend we
encapsulate the most interesting navigation
documents and pictures.
Here’s a list of some of my picks:
❖ The first ION Journal
❖ The ION’s Red Book Series
❖ The ION Journal’s Fiftiest Anniversary
Series
❖ Pictures of the early LORAN and OMEGA
receivers
❖ Pictures of the first TRANSIT satellites
and receivers
❖ Pictures of the first GPS, GLONASS satellites and receivers
❖ Pictures of the first inertial navigators
❖ Pictures of an automated star tracker
❖ Pictures of airborne and submersible
Doppler sonars
❖ Pictures of the first embedded GPS-INS
❖ Proceedings from the first ION GPS
Symposium
❖ Pictures of the first ring laser, fiber optic,
and electrostatically suspended gyros

Posterity continued on page 14
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GNSS Around the Globe

Section News

The first modernized GPS satellite
(GPS IIR-M1) was launched Sept.
26, 2005, at 11:37 p.m. EDT from
Cape Canaveral. SVN53 is PRN17
and assumed the slot C4 position,
taking over the GPS IIA-20 craft
launched in May 1993.
The satellite is the first in a
series of eight GPS IIR-M satellites
to offer enhanced features for users
of the navigation system including:
a modernized antenna panel to
provide increased signal power to
GPS receivers on the ground; two
new military signals that will allow
for improved accuracy, enhanced
encryption and anti-jamming performance for the military; and a
second civil signal that will provide
civil users with an open access signal on a different frequency.
The next launch is scheduled
for January 2006.
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

Southern Califor
nia Section. On Nov.
8, the Southern California
Section held its meeting
at the Aerospace Corporation. Mr. Yu
Lu, a Ph.D. candidate at UC Riverside,
gave a presentation on “A New Method
to Enhance GPS SNR and its Application
in Fast Acquisition Algorithms.” The
presentation was based on a paper
co-authored with Jingrong Cheng and
Prof. Jay A. Farrell.
Mr. Lu discussed that when GPS
signals are received on the Earth they
are extremely weak, about -157dBW
for the C/A-code, -160dBW for P(Y)code on L1, and -163dBW for P(Y)code on L2. It is always desirable to
process the GPS signal to enhance the
resulting SNR. Simply amplifying the
received signal using a high-gain LNA
in the RF front-end is not sufficient
because the signal noise ratio (SNR) is
not improved.
In the presentation, Mr. Lu and his
co-authors introduced a new method
to enhance GPS SNR in a soft-radio
approach. The talk presented the theoretical analysis and several properties
of this method. Based on the augmented signal, they introduced a new
fast acquisition algorithm, which can
consume only 1/10 computation load
of traditional FFT-based acquisition
algorithm. Due to the increased SNR
of newly generated signal, the new
acquisition method also decreases the
false alarm rate. Preliminary processing based on GPS signal samples verified this method.

Chair, a presentation on NovAtel’s New
Vision Correlator Technology was given
by Pat Fenton, Vice President and Chief
Technology Officer for NovAtel.
The next meeting of the section
will be on Nov. 25. Tom Stansell, ION
Western Region vice president and
2003 ION Kepler Award winner will
be presenting. The topic will be GPS
modernization and specifically the L1C
signal. There also will be an election of
section officers for 2006.
Washington, D.C.
Section. The section held its Sept. 28
meeting at the U.S.
Capitol Building in Washington, D.C.
Larry Hothem of the U.S. Geological
Survey presented GPS in Antartica:
Experiences and Adventures.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Antarctic Research Program in partnership with the Office of Polar Programs,

National Science Foundation, is an
integral part of operations and scientific research in the Antarctica. Scientists
from USGS in cooperation with academic institutions and Antarctic Treaty
country members, performs research
and provides support in geodesy and
geospatial data that includes airborne
GPS controlled remote sensing missions, ground control for high resolution spaceborne imagery, and installation of year-around GPS observatories
and base reference stations at populated and remote sites.
GPS is used routinely to meet
a wide range of positioning accuracy requirements for projects of the
international Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR).
In past couple years, there is an
evolving continent-wide international
project to use special GNSS receivers
sampling data at 50 Hz to observe and
map ionospheric scintillation effects.

Section Sponsored
Grad Student Award
Recipient Named
Marcus French, a full-time graduate student in computer science and
systems analysis at Miami University, has been awarded the ION Section
Sponsored Graduate Student Award for the 2005-2006 academic year.
French has been engaged in navigation related research since spring
2003. His first project was simulation processing of ultra-wide band
interference effects on GPS receivers. His contribution to that project
earned him a co-authorship on a 2004 IEEE confernece paper and on an
IEEE Aerospace and Electronics magazine article,
In 2004, French worked on data processing of GPS signals under
controlled jamming conditions and contributed to the preliminary validation of the experimental data. In the spring of 2005, French developed
and implemented a custom differential GPS system that provides both
precision position and attituted in real time for our autonomous lawn
mower navigation.

Alberta Section.
The October meeting
was held at the Calgary
Centre for Innovative
Technology. After introductory remarks
by Dr. Gérard Lachapelle, ION Alberta
12
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Congratulations!

Sugerman Honored
By AIAA
Dr. Leonard R. Sugerman of New
Mexico State University’s Physical
Science Laboratory received a sustained Service Award from the
American Institue of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) on Oct. 6
at White Sands Missle Range.
Dr. Sugerman was recognized
for 50 years of distinguished
Dr. Leonard R. Sugerman
service to the AIAA on national
techinical committees and in a wide range of local section offices in three
different New Mexico sections. The most recent being the White Sands
Space Harbor section.
This recognition coincides with the AIAA’s designation of White
Sands Missile Range as a “Historic Aerospace Site” upon Dr. Sugerman’s
nomination.
The AIAA is the principal society serving the aerospace profession.

Capt. George Sandberg (left) presenting the Institute of Navigation
Award to Midshipman Geoffrey Joseph Pool of Mandeville, La., at
the 2005 U.S. Merchant Marine Academy Awards Convocation. The $250
award and certificate are given by the ION to the deck or dual midshipman in each graduation class who has attained the highest grades on
the navigation sections of the U.S. Coast Guard Third Mate’s License
Examination.

IN MEMORIAM

William J. Tull
1918 to 2005

IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

William J. Tull, 87, of Hilton
Head Island, died Tuesday, Sept.
27, 2005. He was born Aug. 27,
1918 in Hamilton, Ontario.
Tull was awarded the Thomas
Thurlow Award in 1959 by the
Institute of Navigation and is recognized as the father of Doppler
Navigation. He was one of the first
in his field to see the possibilities
of applying Doppler principles to
the problems of air naivgation.
He served as ION president from
1968 to 1969 and was admitted
as an ION fellow in 1999. He also
received the Pioneer Award from

Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering.
Tull worked at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Radiation
Lab where he developed guidance systems for the BAT and
Pelican air-to-surface missiles, the
only such missiles used in World
War II. He later joined Generwal
Precision where he invented and
developed airborne microwave
Doppler radar. He held 27 domestic and international patents.
In 1969, Tull founded Tull
Aviation Corp., which developed
the first microwave aircraft-land13

ing systems to be certified by the
FAA for public use. The company
was sold to Northrop Corp. where
Tull worked until his retirement
in 1982.
He is survived by his wife of 62
years, Helen P. Tull; two children,
Nan T. McDaniel and W. David
Tull; and three grandchildren.
Wisit lan volor sim quam, veniamc
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SCPNT continued from page 1

Galileo continued from page 1

can weaken a jamming signal relative to
the legitimate signal, and development of
low-power GPS integrated circuits to leverage
television and Loran signals.

benefits, and what governmental actions are
needed to appropriate these benefits? GNSS
benefits may not come without problems
such as market uncertainty, early lack of
technical standards (such as one to incorporate Galileo into LBS standards that already
include GPS functionality), and possibility of
market failure due to selection of technologies that are sub-optimal in the long term.
The paper identifies mechanisms for achieving spin-off benefits and proposes an initial
quantification of the effects.

Industrial Affiliates. 
SCPNT welcomes industry participation in
the Center’s activities. “Membership in the
Industrial Affiliates Program will provide
many benefits, including: advising on
research, sponsoring graduate students, onsite visiting fellow privileges, and early exposure to the Center’s intellectual property,”
Enge added.
See http://scpnt.stanford.edu for contact
and membership information.

Posterity continued from page 10
Pictures of the first Pendulous Integrated
Gyroscope Accelerometer
❖ A copy of “Avionics Navigation Systems”
by M. Kayton & W. Fried
❖ A copy of “Inertial Navigation Systems
Analysis” by K. Britting
❖ A copy of “Integrated Aircraft Navigation”
by J. Farrell
❖ A copy of “GPS, Signals and
Measurements”, P. Misra & P. Enge
❖ A copy of “GPS Theory and Applications”
editor B. Parkinson & J. Spilker
❖ A copy of “Strapdown Inertial Navigation
Technology” D. H. Titterton & J.L. Weston
❖ A copy of this ION Newsletter
Where shall it be buried? I suggest it be
buried at Pennsylvania State University’s
Inertial Facility in Warminster, Pa. It resembles a spaced out time capsule already. It is
already buried in the ground with special test
piers bonded to the bedrock. It already has
lots of interesting navigation devices in it and
perhaps the most extensive library devoted
exclusively to navigation.
Lastly, when should our navigation history time capsule be opened? How about
February 22, 2222? That should be a lucky
day and is well within the time capsule’s
warranty period!
—Marvin May is the chief scientist at
Penn State’s Applied Research Laboratory’s
Navigation Research and Development
Center.
❖
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PPP
In “The Implementation of a Public-Private
Partnership for Galileo,” Xavier Bertrán
and Alexis Vidal of EADS Space Services
compare Galileo to other large-scale PPP
projects. Technical complexity and business
complexity are the key drivers that determine
financial aspects and risk allocation from the
industrial perspective — and Galileo rates at
the top of the charts for both.
World Markets
“The global market for navigation-related
products is thought to be in the region of

h25 billion, of which around h16 billion
is accounted for by the commercial and
consumer road markets. By 2009, location-based services will become the biggest
market sector globally,” concludes Jon Styles
of ESYS in “An Update on the Market Context
for Galileo.” The study identifies key market
drivers that affect uptake in each sector, with
a focus on the mass-market applications of
personal LBS and road transport. The plot
above shows predicted growth in GNSSenabled mobile phones by global region
from now until 2025.
EGNOS Take-up
Three case studies from the aviation,
maritime and rail domains, examining
the benefits of SBAS services, make up
“Economic Benefits of GNSS in Transport
Applications” by Nina D. Costa of ESYS and
colleagues from ECORYS, LOPOS, and Helios
Technologies. For civil aviation in Africa, the
bulk of the cost savings will accrue to the
airlines, and thus they must be convinced to
bear the costs of re-equipping their aircraft
with EGNOS or WAAS-compatible receivers.
Similar findings resulted from the other two
investigations. ◆

Position Location and Navigation Symposium

Co-sponsored by the IEEE
and The Institute of Navigation

Technical Meeting
April 25–27, 2006
Tutorials: April 24
Abstracts Due:
November 15, 2005

The IEEE and the ION® are
hosting PLANS together in 2006!

Details at www.plans2006.org
Loews Coronado
Bay Resort, San Diego
California

Manuscripts Due:
April 3, 2006
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Portney’s Corner from page 4

And the Answer is A   

Magellan Sailing Westward
To solve this question you must know that the Earth rotates from west to east.
Magellan’s crew, by sailing westward, experienced longer days traveling in the
opposite direction of the Earth’s rotation and counted one less sunrise in the
course of their journey. They had to gain a day in their travels. Fogg, by journeying eastward in the same direction of the rotation of the Earth, experienced
shortened days counting one extra sunrise in his travels. He had to lose a day.
In each case, the journey was either lengthened or shortened by one day as the
circumnavigation effectively was equivalent to one rotation of the Earth. If the
circumnavigation was westward (opposite to the rotation of the Earth), the voyagers would perceive (wrongly) that the trip was shorter by one day. If the circumnavigation was eastward (in the same direction of the rotation of the Earth),
the voyager would perceive (wrongly) that the trip was longer by one day. Thus,
we have the convention when crossing the International Date Line that going
west we gain a day and going east we lose a day. ◆

ANNUAL AWARD NOMINATIONS REQUESTED
Members are encouraged to submit nominations for
the following annual awards given by the Institute
of Navigation for excellence in navigation.
	 Early Achievement Award—for an individual
early in his or her career who has made an
outstanding achievement in the art and science of navigation.
	 Norman P. Hays Award—for outstanding
encouragement, inspiration and support leading to the advancement of navigation.
	 Superior Achievement Award— for individuals making outstanding contributions to the
advancement of navigation.
	 Thomas Thurlow Award—for outstanding
contributions to the science of navigation.
	 Tycho Brahe Award—for outstanding
achievement in space navigation.
	 Captain P.V.H. Weems Award—for continuing contributions to the art and science of
navigation.
Nomination forms, along with brochures on
the background and purpose of each award, are

IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

available from the ION National office by phone,
703-383-9688, or via the Web at www.ion.org.
Nominations must be received by Jan. 31, 2006.
The awards and accompanying engraved
bronze plaques will be presented at the joint ION®
and PLANS 2006 meeting, April 25–27, 2006, in
San Diego, Calif.
The ION® urges you to participate in the
nomination process so that a representative group
of deserving individuals from the navigation community will receive appropriate recognition.
In addition to the above awards, the winner
of the Samuel M. Burka Award—for outstanding achievement in the preparation of papers
advancing navigation and space guidance—as
chosen by the editorial panel of ION’s journal,
NAVIGATION, will be honored.
Address correspondence to Award Nomination
Committee, The Institute of Navigation, 3975
University Drive, Suite 390, Fairfax, VA 22030,
phone: 703-383-9688; fax: 703-383-9689; 
e-mail: membership@ion.org.
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Corporate
Profile
ARINC provides space and satellite engineering services to U.S.
agencies and commercial markets.
For example, we’ve performed
Global Positioning System services
involving factory, pre-launch, onorbit, user equipment, Nuclear
Detonation (NUDET) Detection
System (NDS) characterization, and
platform engineering and testing,
including:
• GPS launch test assetmanagement.
• National Missile Defense
testing and missile range
standardization.
• Satellite test support for
military ultra high frequency
(UHF), super high frequency
(SHF), and extremely high
frequency (EHF) satellites, the
Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program, and the Defense
Support Program, as well as
commercial communications
systems.
ARINC is the Interface Control
Contractor for the Navstar GPS
Joint Program Office (JPO). ARINC
produces ICD-GPS-200, which is
the Interface Control Document
defining characteristics of and data
for the GPS L1 and L2 Signals in
Space (SIS).
ARINC supports the GPS JPO in
developing advanced GPS concepts,
including new civil and military
SIS, differential GPS (dGPS), and
precision approach and landing.
ARINC is also the developer of
the Systems Effectiveness Model
(SEM), which is used by the military as a mission planning tool and
for GPS performance analysis.
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dual-use navigation technologies—

ION® National Technical Meeting 2006 • January 18–20, 2006

hyatt regency • monterey, california

Session Topics
◆ Algorithms & Methods

◆ Location Based Services

& Indoor Navigation/
◆ Augmentation Systems:
Multipath Mitigation
GBAS & SBAS
◆ Marine Navigation
◆ Aviation Systems &
Applications
Precision Approach
◆ Carrier Phase Positioning ◆ Emerging Navigation
Technologies
◆ GPS Meteorology
◆ Military Systems
◆ GPS Modernization,
Applications
Galileo & QZSS
◆ Rapid Geointelligence
◆ High Precision
Acquisition From
Applications
Airborne Platforms
◆ Interference & Spectrum
Management

◆ Receiver & Antenna

Technologies
◆ Scientific, Timing &
Space Applications
◆ Autonomous Vehicle
Navigation
◆ Integrated Multi-sensor
Navigation & Guidance
Systems

Meeting Chairs
Dr. Naser El-Sheimy
ION General Chair
The University of Calgary, Canada
naser@geomatics.ucalgary.ca

Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska
ION Program Chair
The Ohio State University
dbrzezinska@osu.edu
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